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1 Introduction
The Fyntour  multilingual  weather  and  sea dia
logue system provides pervasive access to weath
er, wind and water conditions for domestic and 
international   tourists   who   come   to   fish   for 
seatrout along the coasts of the Danish island of 
Funen. Callers access information about high and 
low waters,  wind direction etc. via spoken dia
logues   in  Danish,  English  or  German.  We de
scribe the solutions we have implemented to deal 
with number format data in a multilanguage en
vironment. We also show how the translation of 
free  text  24hour forecasts  from Danish to En
glish is handled through a newly developed ma
chine  translation system.  In  contrast  with most 
current, statisticallybased MT systems, we make 
use of   a   rulebased apporach,   exploiting a   full 
parser   and   contextsenstitive   lexical   transfer 
rules, as well as target language generation and 
movement rules. 

2 Number Format Data
The Fyntour system provides information in 
Danish, English and German. A substantial 
amount of data is received and handled in an in
terlingua format, i.e. data showing wind speed 
(in m/s) and precipitation (in mm) are language
neutral numbers which are simply converted into 
languagespecific pronunciations by specifying 
the locale of the speech synthesis in the 
VoiceXML , e.g.

<prompt xml:lang="daDK"> 1 </prompt>  ”en”
<prompt xml:lang="deDE"> 1 </prompt>  ”ein”
<prompt xml:lang="enGB"> 1 </prompt> 
”one”

In Germany, wind speed is  normally measured 
using   the   Beaufort   scale   (vs.   the   Danish   m/s 
norm),   while   visitors   from   English   speaking 
countries  are  accustomed   to   the  12hour  clock 

(vs.   the   continental   European   24hour   clock). 
These cultural preferences can be catered for by 
straightforward conversions of the shared num
ber format data – performed by the application 
logic generating  the dynamic VXML output of 
the individual languages. 

However, the translation of dynamic data in a 
free   text   format,   from   Danish   to   English   and 
Danish   to   German,   –   such   as   the   abovemen
tioned forecasts,  written  in Danish by different 
meteorologists – is more complex. In the Fyntour 
system,  the  DanishEnglish  translation problem 
has been solved by a newly developed machine 
translation (MT) system. The Constraint Gram
mar  based   MTsystem,   which   is   rulebased   as 
opposed to most existing, probabilistic systems, 
is introduced below.

3 CGbased MT System
The DanishEnglish MT module, Dan2eng, is a 
robust system with a broadcoverage lexicon and 
grammar, which in principle will translate unre
stricted Danish text or transcribed speech with
out   strict   limitations   to   genre,   topic   or   style. 
However, a small benchmark corpus of weather 
forecasts was used to tune the system to this do
main and to avoid lexical or structural translation 
gaps,   especially   concerning   time   and   measure 
expressions, as well as certain geographical ref
erences and names.

Methodologically,   the   system   is   rulebased 
rather than statistical and uses a lexical transfer 
approach with a strong emphasis on source lan
guage (SL) analysis, provided by a preexisting 
Constraint   Grammar   (CG)   parser   for   Danish, 
DanGram (Bick 2001). Contextual rules are used 
at 5 levels:

1. CG   rules   handling   morphological   disam
biguation and the mapping of syntactic func
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tions for Danish (approximately 6.000 rules)
2. Dependency rules establishing syntacticse

mantic links between words or multiword 
expressions (220 rules)

3. Lexical transfer rules selecting translation 
equivalents depending on grammatical cate
gories, dependencies and other structural 
context (16.540 rules)

4. Generation rules for inflexion, verb chains, 
compounding etc. (about 700 rules)

5. Syntactic movement rules turning Danish 
into English word order and handling sub
clauses, negations, questions etc. (65 rules)

At all levels, CG rules may be exploited to add 
or alter grammatical tags that will trigger or fa
cilitate other types of rules.

As an example, let us have a look at the trans
lation spectrum of the weatherwise tedious, but 
linguistically interesting, Danish verb 
at   regne   (to   rain),  which  has  many 
other,   nonmeteorological,   meanings 
(calculate,   consider,   expect,   convert  
...) as well. Rather than ignoring such 
ambiguity and build a narrow weather 
forecast MT system or, on the other 
hand, strive to make an “AI” module 
understand  these  meanings   in   terms 
of world knowledge, Dan2eng choos
es a pragmatic middle ground where 
grammatical   tags   and   grammatical 
context are used as differentiators for 
possible translation equivalents,  stay
ing close to the (robust) SL analysis. 
Thus, the translation  rain (a)  is cho
sen if a daughter/dependent (D) exists with the 
function of situative/formal subject (@SSUBJ), 
while most other meanings ask for a human sub
ject. As a default1 translation for the latter calcu
late (f)  is chosen, but the presence of other de
pendents (objects or particles) may trigger other 
translations.  regne med (ce),  for instance, will 
mean  include,  if  med  has been identified as an 
adverb,  while   the  preposition  med  triggers   the 
translations count on for human “granddaughter” 
dependents (GD = <H>), and  expect  otherwise. 

1  The ordering of differentiatortranslation pairs is 
important  defaults, with fewer restrictions, have 
to come last. For the numerical value of a given 
translation, 1/rank is used. 

Note that the include translation also could have 
been conditioned by  the presence of  an object 
(D = @ACC), but would then have to be differ
entiated from (b), regne for (‘consider’).

regne_V2

(a) D=(@SSUBJ) :rain; 
(b) D=(<H> @ACC) D=("for" PRP)_nil :consid
er; 
(c) D=("med" PRP)_on GD=(<H>) :count; 
(d) D=("med" PRP)_nil :expect; 
(e) D=(@ACC) D=("med" ADV)_nil :include; 
(f) D=(<H> @SUBJ) D?=("på")_nil :calculate; 

It  must be stressed that the use of grammatical 
relations as translation differentiators is very dif
ferent   from a   simple  memory  based   approach, 
where chains of words are matched from parallel 
corpora. First, the latter approach  at least in its 

naïve,   lexiconfree   version      cannot   generalize 
over semantic prototypes (e.g. <H> for human) 
or syntactic functions, conjuring up the problem 
of sparse data. Second, simple collocation, or co
occurrence, is much less robust than functional 
dependency relations that will  allow interfering 
material such as modifiers or subclauses, as well 
as inflexional or lexical variation.

For more details on the Dan2eng MT system, 
see  http://beta.visl.sdu.dk/  (demo,   documentation, 
NLP papers).

2  The full list of differentiators for this verb con
tains 13 cases, including several prepositional 
complements not included here (regne efter,  
blandt, fra, om, sammen, ud, fejl ...)

Fig 1: The Dan2eng system
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1 Introduction

With the area of spoken dialogue systems rapidly
developing, educational resources for teaching ba-
sic concepts of dialogue systems design in Lan-
guage Technology and Computational Linguistics
courses are becoming of growing importance. Di-
alog OS1 is an extensible platform for develop-
ing (spoken) dialogue systems that is intended,
among others, as an educational tool.2 It al-
lows students to quickly grasp the main ideas of
finite-state-based modelling and to develop rela-
tively complex applications with flexible dialogue
strategies. Thanks to Dialog OS’ intuitive in-
terface and extensibility, system implementation
tasks can be distributed among non-technically-
and technically-oriented students making the tool
suitable for a variety of courses with participants
of different backgrounds and interests. Below, we
give a brief overview of the framework and out-
line some of the student projects in which it was
used as a basis for dialogue management and mod-
elling.

2 Dialog OS: a brief overview
Dialog OS is an extensible platform for managing
and modelling (spoken) dialogue systems. It com-
prises an intuitive Graphical User Interface (GUI),
default dialogue components, and a communica-
tions API to build new components. Dialog OS
is written in Java and operates in a client-server
mode. The central component can handle connec-
tions with an arbitrary number of client compo-
nents (or “Devices”, in Dialog OS terminology)
via TCP/IP sockets. Technical requirements for
Dialog OS are: 1 GHz Pentium, 512 MB RAM,
Windows 2000/XP, Java Runtime 1.5 or newer.

1Dialog OS is a registered trademark of CLT Sprachtech-
nologie GmbH. Other product and company names listed are
trademarks or trade names of their respective owners.

2Dialog OS is developed and distributed by CLT
Sprachtechnologie GmbH: http://www.clt-st.de/
dialogos

Default components Dialog OS comes with
built-in modules for professional quality speech
input and output using technology from Nuance
and AT&T. As part of the platform, Dialog OS
provides a number of default input/output device
clients that can be directly connected without ex-
tra programming. Among those are: a simple text
console for text-based input and output, a sound
player, and a default client for a connection to an
SQL database. CLT can also provide built-in con-
nections to a number of other research and com-
mercial Automatic Speech Recognition (ASR) and
Text-To-Speech (TTS) systems.
Extensibility Dialog OS can be extended to
work with an arbitrary number of clients through
a Java-based API. The low-level communication
between Dialog OS and the clients is handled by
a dedicated internal protocol and remains invisible
to the user. Programming a new client involves
a Java implementation of a high-level functional
protocol for the given client, without having to
deal with the details of network connection with
the dialogue engine itself.
FSA-based dialogue modelling The central
part of the dialogue system is the dialogue model.
Dialog OS offers an intuitive way of modelling
dialogues using Finite State Automata (McTear,
2002). Building a dialogue model consists of
adding and linking dialogue graph nodes repre-
sented as icons on a GUI workspace. Those in-
clude input/output nodes and internal nodes, for
example, to execute scripts, set and test variables,
enter a sub-graph (i.e. execute a sub-automaton).3

The dialogue model is stored in an XML format.
Dialog OS builds on the functionality of its pre-

decessor, DiaMant (Fliedner and Bobbert, 2003).
Below, we list some of the features taken over, ex-
tended or enhanced in Dialog OS:

3The expressive power of the dialogue models is effec-
tively that of push-down automata.
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User input The input nodes for text-based or
spoken interaction allow to specify a list of ex-
pected input values; outgoing edges are created
automatically. User input may be matched directly
against the list, or against a regular expression. For
spoken input via default ASR components, both
the recognised string and the recognition confi-
dences can be accessed.
Built-in data types Global variables can be of
simple types (e.g. String, Integer, etc.) as well as
more complex data structures of key-value pairs.
Scripting language Dialog OS includes an inter-
preter of a JavaScript-like scripting language for
simple data manipulation functions, e.g., to match
input against a regular expression. These can be
integrated through a Script node.
Sub-automata The Procedure node allows for
flexible and modular dialogue modelling. Recur-
ring parts of the dialogue can be saved as individ-
ual parameterisable sub-automata, direct counter-
parts of sub-routines in programming languages.
Wizard-of-Oz (WOz) mode Dialog OS can be run
in WOz mode (Fraser and Gilbert, 1991) in which
one or more of the “Devices” are simulated and di-
alogue execution details are saved in logfiles; this
allows to set up small-scale WOz experiments.

3 Dialog OS in the classroom

We have been using Dialog OS and its predecessor
at Saarbrücken in a number of courses involving
spoken dialogue systems. Notable features that
make it suitable for educational purposes include:
Intuitive interface: Learning to use Dialog OS
takes very little time. Thanks to the GUI, even
non-computational students can easily configure a
functional system with little (or even no) knowl-
edge of programming. The low learning overhead
allows to concentrate on modelling interesting di-
alogue phenomena rather than technical details.
High-level language for building new compo-
nents: A Java-based API makes the develop-
ment process efficient and allows for the final sys-
tem to be built on a single programming platform
and kept highly modular.4

Below we briefly outline larger spoken dialogue
systems developed as part of software projects us-
ing the Dialog OS framework.

4A GUI is also part of CSLU (McTear, 1999) and
DUDE (Lemon and Liu, 2006) dialogue toolkits. However,
DUDE has not yet been tested with novice users, while ex-
tending CSLU Toolkit involves programming in C, rather
than in a higher-level language such as Java.

Talking Robots with LEGO MindStorms R©

Within two runs of the course, students built var-
ious speech-enabled mobile robots using LEGO
and Dialog OS as dialogue framework (Koller
and Kruijff, 2004). Integration involved writing a
client to control the MindStorms RCX (Dialog OS
provides built-in support for MindStorms NXT).
Luigi Legonelli, the Shell Game robot, and a mod-
ified version of Mico, the bar-keeper,5 have been
presented at CeBIT ’03 and ’06, respectively.
Campus information system A group of three
students built a spoken information system for
Saarland University campus. The system can an-
swer questions on employee’s offices, telephone
numbers, office locations, etc. The highlights of
the system are modularity6 and an adaptive clar-
ification model needed to handle many foreign
names and foreign user accents.
Talking elevator In two editions of this course,
students built speech interfaces to the elevators in
the institute’s buildings. In the first course, a sim-
ple mono-lingual system was developed. In an
ongoing project, students are building a trilingual
system with speaker identification, using their own
version of a Nuance client and an elevator client
that communicates with the elevator hardware via
a serial protocol.
References
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1 Introduction

This paper describes the experiments of performing
dialogue act (DA) recognition with a complex DA
taxonomy using a modified Bayes classifier.

The main application of DA recognition is in
building dialogue systems: classifying the utterance
and determining the intention of the speaker can help
in responding appropriately and planning the dia-
logue. However, in this work the target application
is human communication research: with tagged DAs
it is easier to search for utterances of a required type
in a dialogue corpus, to describe the dialogues with
a general model of dialogue moves, etc.

The DA taxonomy, used in the current work, was
designed for the Estonian Dialogue Corpus (EDiC)
(Hennoste et al., 2003). This means two additional
difficulties for DA recognition. Firstly, DA tax-
onomies used for human communication research
are as a rule much more detailed than in case of di-
alogue systems (e.g., comparing DCIEM (Wright,
1998) and CallHome Spanish (Ries et al., 2000) tax-
onomies); therefore, more DAs have to be distin-
guished, with several of them having unclear mean-
ing boundaries. Secondly, Estonian is an aggluti-
native language with 14 cases, a complex system
of grouping and splitting compound nouns, hetero-
geneous word order and several other features that
make natural language processing harder.

2 Experiments

2.1 Experiment Setup

In order to determine the optimal set of input fea-
tures additive feature selection was applied. All

of the tests were performed using 10-fold cross-
validation.

In this work we only tried simple features, not in-
volving morphological analysis, part-of-speech tag-
ging, etc. The used ones included DA tag bi- and
trigrams, keywords and the total number of words
in the utterance. Keyword features included the 1st
word, first 2 words and first, middle and last words
as a single dependency. We also tried stemming the
words and alternatively leaving only the first 4 char-
acters of the word.

The learning model used in this work is the Bayes
classifier. Its original training/testing algorithm sup-
ports only a fixed number of input features. This
makes it harder to include information with variable
size, such as the set of the utterance words. In or-
der to overcome this limitation, we slightly modi-
fied the algorithm by calculating the geometrical av-
erage of the conditional probabilities of the DA tag,
given each utterance word. With this approach the
probabilities remain comparable despite the variable
length of the utterances.

The corpus used for training and testing is de-
scribed in greater detail in (Gerassimenko et al.,
2004), updated information can be found online1.
The version used in the experiments contains 822 di-
alogues (a total of 32860 utterances) of mixed con-
tent (telephone conversations in an information ser-
vice, at a travelling agency, shop conversations, etc).

2.2 Results
After the feature selection process converged, the
following features were included into the selection:

1http://math.ut.ee/˜koit/Dialoog/EDiC
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DA tag trigram probabilities, the geometrical mean
of the word-tag conditional probabilities and the
number of words in the utterance. Stemming was
not performed in the final preprocessing.

The resulting cross-validation precision over the
whole set of dialogues was 62.8% with the resulting
feature set. In general the most typical DA tag to be
confused with was the most frequent one. In addi-
tion, some tags were frequently confused with each
other.

In addition to the objective precision estimation
provided by cross-validation, we also wanted to have
a direct comparison of the resulting DA tagger with
the human taggers. For that we applied the tagger
to both human tagged parts, used for calculating the
human agreement. The resulting precisions for the
two parts are 80.5% and 78.6%.

3 Discussion

It is interesting to note that the resulting selection
of representation features included only simple text-
based features. Although the task of DA recognition
belongs to computational pragmatics in natural lan-
guage processing, in this case it gets solved on the
level of pure text, which is even lower than the mor-
phology level.

Future work includes several possibilities. In par-
ticular, several output errors of the trained classifier
seem obvious to solve to a human tagger. For in-
stance, several utterances containing wh-words are
misclassified as something other than wh-questions.
There are at least two possibilities to treat that kind
of problems. Firstly, a set of rules can be composed
by professional linguists to target each output prob-
lem individually. This approach has the advantage
of guaranteed improvement in the required spot; on
the other hand, manually composing the rules can re-
sult in overlooking some global influences on the re-
maining utterance cases, which can cause decreased
performance in general. Another way to address the
output errors would be to add more descriptive fea-
tures to the input.

4 Conclusions

We have described a set of experiments, aimed at ap-
plying a Bayes classifier to dialogue act recognition.
The targeted taxonomy is a complex one, including

a large number of DA tags.
Additive feature selection was performed to find

the optimal set of input features, representing each
utterance. The tested features included n-gram prob-
abilities and keyword-based features; the latter were
tested both with and without stemming.

The resulting precision of the trained model, mea-
sured with 10-fold cross-validation is 62.8%, which
is significantly higher than previously achieved
ones. The selected features included DA tag trigram
probabilities, number of words probability and the
geometrical mean of the word-tag conditional prob-
abilities of all the utterance words.

The model was compared to the agreement of hu-
man taggers in the targeted taxonomy – this was
done by applying it to the same test corpus that was
used in calculating the agreement. The two result-
ing precisions are 80.5% and 78.6%, which is very
much near the human agreement (83.95%).

There is much room for further development of
the classifier. This includes adding more specific
features to the model’s input, manually composed
output post-processing rules, etc.
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Abstract 

I will present an experimental study on  the in-

terpretation of pronouns in donkey sentences, i.e. 

sentences such as “Every farmer who owns a 

donkey beats it” that admits of two interpreta-

tions: the universal (= Every farmer who owns a 

donkey beats all the donkeys he owns) or the  

existential interpretation (=Every farmer who 

owns a donkey beats one of the donkeys he 

owns). By means of two reaction time experi-

ments I show: (i) that the distribution of the two 

interpretations is the one predicted by 

Kanazawa's generalization (1994): the interpreta-

tion of donkey pronouns seems to be sensitive to 

the left monotonicity properties of the head de-

terminer (Experiment 1); (ii) that such interpreta-

tions seem to be a matter of preference, i.e. a de-

fault that comes about in relatively “neutral” 

contexts and that appropriate context manipula-

tions can override (Experiment 2). 

1 Introduction 

I will present an experimental study conducted 

with Italian adults concerning the interpretation 

of pronouns in donkey sentences. Consider the 

standard example in (1):  

 

(1) Every farmer who owns a donkey beats it 

 

As is well known from the literature, the pronoun 

it in (1) admits of two interpretations, the univer-

sal (∀) one and the existential (∃) one, interpreta-

tions whose truth conditional import can be rep-

resented as in (2) and (3) respectively : 

 

(2) ∀-reading: 

∀x [[farmer (x) ∧ ∃y donkey(y) ∧has(x,y)] 

→ ∀z [donkey(z) ∧ has(x,z) →beats(x,z)]] 

= Every farmer who owns a donkey beats 

all the donkeys he owns 

 

 

(3) ∃-reading: 

∀x [[farmer(x) ∧ ∃y donkey(y) ∧ has(x,y)] 

→ ∃z [donkey(z) ∧ has(x,z) ∧ beats(x,z)]] 

= Every farmer who owns a donkey beats 

one of the donkeys he owns 

 

There are many proposals as to how these read-

ings come about. However, our concern here is 

not so much to choose among such proposals 

(though eventually, we believe that our results 

will be relevant to such an issue). Our immediate 

concerns here are rather to experimentally test an 

interesting generalization regarding the distribu-

tion of ∀- and ∃-interpretations, put forth in 

Kanazawa (1994). According to Kanazawa, the 

preferred interpretation of donkey pronouns is 

the one that preserves the monotonicity proper-

ties of the determiner. This makes the following 

predictions on the sample set given in (4). 

 

(4) Det. Monotonicity   interpretation 

 Every         ↓↑          ∀ 

 No      ↓↓           ∃ 

 Some      ↑↑          ∃ 

 

Kanazawa’s point, to whose work we must refer 

for details, is that the interpretations in the last 

column in (4) are the only ones that preserve (in 

a donkey anaphora context) the monotonicity 

properties of each lexical determiner, spelled out 

in the second column. While there has been some 

experimental work on how donkey pronouns are 

interpreted (cf., e.g. Geurts, 2002), no work has 

tried to experimentally probe Kanazawa’s claim. 

Yet, if empirically supported, such a claim would 

be important, as it would show that the semantic 

processor must have access to an abstract formal 

property of an unprecedented kind (namely, 

monotonicity preservation in non C-command 

anaphora).  

 

 

 

2 The experimental study 
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1.2 Material and Procedure 

We carried out a reaction-time study with a total 

of 66 Italian-speaking adults. Subjects were 

asked to evaluate donkey sentences introduced by 

different types of quantifiers with respect to sce-

narios displaying four pictures. Sentences were 

presented in two critical conditions: in the ab-

sence of an extra-linguistic context (Exp.1) and 

after the addition of a biasing context (Exp. 2). In 

both cases, to avoid interferences from extra-

linguistic knowledge, we used strange characters 

(introduced as aliens) with weird objects to 

which only fantasy names were given. A sample 

of critical sentences used is given in (5)-(7), and 

one of the scenarios proposed is presented next: 

 

(5) Every Flont that has a vilp keeps it in a 

bin 

(6) No Flont that has a vilp keeps it in a bin 

(7) Some Flont that has a vilp keeps it in a bin 

 

Scenario (in critical condition) 

  

 

  
 

Note that, given that two alternative interpreta-

tions can be associated to each sentence (as 

shown is (2) and (3) above), the scenario above 

makes the critical sentences true under one inter-

pretation, but crucially false under the other. In 

case of Exp. 2, a biasing context was added be-

fore the same scenario appeared, in the aim of 

inducing subjects to accept the donkey sentence 

under the reading predicted as dispreferred by 

Kanazawa’s generalization. 

 

2.2 Results 

Subjects’ answers in Exp. 1 seems to conform to 

the predictions derived from the generalization in 

(4), at least in case of Some and No: in both 

cases, the reading that emerged as preferred in 

the critical condition was the existential one 

(87% and 93% in case of Some and No respec-

tively). In case of Every, instead, subjects split. 

However, this result is compatible with the re-

sults obtained in Exp. 2, which show that sub-

jects do in fact access the alternative interpreta-

tion of the anaphora, but crucially that its avail-

ability varies in accordance with the initial head 

determiner: the dispreferred (∃) reading is very 

easily accessed in case of Every (a significantly 

higher proportion of subjects (i.e. 81%) judged 

sentence (5) TRUE in the scenario above in Exp. 

2). Conversely, the access to the dispreferred (∀) 

interpretation of the anaphora is much harder in 

case of sentences (6) and (7), even in presence of 

a context that biases subjects towards this inter-

pretation.  

3 Conclusion 

Two main points emerge from our results. First, 

Kanazawa’s generalization does appear to be 

empirically supported. How donkey pronouns are 

interpreted seems to be sensitive to the 

monotonicity properties of the determiners in-

volved along the lines indicated in (4). Second, 

such interpretations seem to be a matter of pref-

erence (i.e. a default that comes about in rela-

tively “neutral” contexts). As Exp. 2 shows, ap-

propriate context manipulations lead to the 

emergence of the alternative interpretation. 

These results illustrate several general points. 

For one thing, they show that speakers uncon-

sciously and systematically compute abstract 

properties pertaining to entailment patterns, as 

they tend to choose the interpretation of the don-

key pronouns that retains the lexical properties of 

the determiner. Work on negative polarity has 

arguably shown sensitivity to monotonicity pat-

terns in determining the distribution of items like 

any. Here we detect a similar phenomenon in 

connection with a purely interpretive task 

(namely, how pronoun readings in non C-

command anaphora are accessed). This paves the 

way for further research (e.g., with respect to 

figuring out how various readings come about, 

and with respect to testing the present claim with 

other determines and settings) and confirms the 

value of integrating theoretical claims in seman-

tics with experimental work. 
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